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Stealing Culture:  
Copyright, the Commons, and Appropriative Video Art 

Living in a den of thieves... 
    Regina Spektor, “Us.”  

           

These are shots from the movies Batman, Pirates of the Caribbean and V for Vendetta, 

captured from DVD, edited in a graphics program, and set to a Regina Spektor song in Lim’s 

2007 digital video artwork “Us.” They are also crimes against the intellectual property of Disney 

and Warner Brothers (film and music branches). Well, probably; legality can be a slippery thing, 

and I wouldn’t like to say anything that would get Lim in trouble.1 Nevertheless, it’s a fair bet to 

assume that the license holders for the films and the song would consider Lim’s use of image and 

music to be stealing, piracy, trespass on their creative domain: it’s the stuff that cease-and-desist 

letters and sensationalist anti-download propaganda are made of. Yet in the age of YouTube 

parody and viral reproduction, everybody’s doing it. And we may not call it stealing, but if we 

buy into US legal discourses of intellectual property and rights, then we are all thieves.2 The 

three images I have reproduced above tell a story about this digital age: about copyright and the 

fanfare around its enforcement, about piracy and the penalties paid for committing it, about 

ordinary people’s actions and their challenges to conventional assumptions about such things. As 

I elaborate that story through this essay, I want to see what it can say about the intersections of 

                                                
1 See Rebecca Tushnet, “Legal Fictions,” for a discussion of fan fiction’s relationship to copyright law.  
 
2 John Tehranian discusses this “Copyright Law / Norm Gap” in his article “Infringement Nation.” 
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politics and technology that take place at the capital-saturated scene of digital media production 

and consumption that is the internet.  

There are many arguments to be made for the righteousness of Lim’s artistic production 

which leave intellectual property law intact, and they are excellent and valid arguments: the 

images are transformed, her putting them to music in a new order creates a new artwork, and she 

does not profit from her production. But for the duration of this analysis I want to try out a 

nonlegalistic standpoint that’s less easy to sustain. What if we read this work as, in fact, theft, 

and what if copyright theft really were a threat to the commodification of art and culture? “Us” is 

both example of and commentary upon the artistic practice of digital theft which takes place in, 

among other places, online media fan communities: female-dominated networks which cohere 

around affective investments in media properties and which produce and share textual, visual and 

video art based on ‘their’ shows. This is trespass for the purposes of collective creativity, theft 

with love, and yet -- if, again, we take the owners’ definitions -- theft nonetheless. I want to ask 

what appropriative art implies if we don’t try to justify it within the terms of the legal system as it 

currently stands but instead use its potential illegallity to imaginatively liberate music and 

images from structures of corporate ownership. If we approach it from a radical and potentially 

utopian perspective, can art that transforms copyrighted material suggest the possibility of more 

significant transformations on the internet and in the world? 

Image/Lyrics/Fandom: vidding form and culture 
 

Lim is not a solitary auteur: her work is deeply embedded in, and cannot be understood 

without some knowledge of, subcultural fan communities and networks. Media and science 

fiction fans have been recombining images from their favorite shows and setting them to music 

to create “visual essay[s]” since the 1970s, when Kandy Fong made slide shows of Star Trek to 

show at conventions (Coppa, “Celebrating Kandy Fong”). Vidders created their remix art with 
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multiple VCRs through the 1980s, and many adopted digital editing technologies as soon as they 

became available. The particular artistry in vidding is a matter of audiovisual repurposing: the 

juxtaposition of a well-known image, one whose original context would be well understood to an 

audience of fans, and the lyrical content and connotations of a particular song. In his 1992 study 

of fandom Textual Poachers, Henry Jenkins wrote that fan music videos present “a cognitive 

puzzle, asking the viewer to decide what meanings are relevant to each image as it flows past at a 

remarkably high speed” (238). As vidders embrace the wide availability of digital imaging 

technology and produce ever more complex works, the speed and intricacy of that puzzle grows. 

Lim’s “Us” is one of the most technologically elaborate vids yet produced, and every choice of 

image, cut, effect and audiovisual juxtaposition is overdetermined and dependent on the 

contextual knowledge the viewer brings to the film.  

“Us” merges footage from multiple sources to provide metacommentary on fan 

communities and practices; it is a celebration of the “den of thieves” that is fan culture’s artistic 

media appropriation, with especial emphasis on the “slash” culture of male homoerotic fan art. 

Footage is taken from films and televisions shows which have large fan followings and which 

have been central to the history of science fiction-oriented, slash-oriented media fan subculture: 

Star Trek, Blake’s 7, The Professionals, The X Files, Stargate, Buffy, Lord of the Rings, and 

many more.3 Lim used a digital paint program to modify the footage she used, ‘drawing’ over it 

with pencil-colored lines; the result is that the filmed images appear to be drawn by hand, 

metaphorizing the way fans understand their art as transforming the commodities sold them by 

the culture industries into personal, handcrafted objects. Every image in the vid is placed and 

manipulated for maximum semiotic significance, and an analysis of it could stretch almost 

infinitely: some brief examples will give a sense of how Lim puts her appropriated materials to 

                                                
 
3 These histories are documented in Busse and Hellekson and in Coppa’s “Brief History of Media Fandom.” 
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work. As Regina Spektor sings “They made a statue of us / 

and put it on a mountain top,” Kirk and Spock appear on screen, 

their uniforms the only splash of color in a grey and white 

expanse. The juxtaposition suggests that fans’ work with the 

comparatively unexceptional transforms it into the monumental, shining from a snowy mountain; 

in its significance for subcultural lives, the mundane becomes statuesque. Later, to the refrain 

“we’re living in a den of thieves,” we see a shot of Kirk’s face with Spock’s hand against it in a 

‘mind meld’, green computer text superimposed on the penciled-

over image. The mind meld image is one that has been used in 

myriad Kirk/Spock slash vids before; one is even reproduced by 

Jenkins as part of his discussion of K.M.D.’s 80s vid “I Needed 

You” in Textual Poachers (241). The text, according to Lim, is part of a fan story she was 

writing at the time she made the vid. This image combines the communal significance of fans’ 

appropriative art in the “den of thieves” with its transformations of the familiar, as fans write 

their own narratives over and around the media’s. The vid’s last image frames its celebratory 

significance as we see a young, bespectacled woman taking off a 

mask, in a scene from V for Vendetta.  She is a figure for the geeky 

women of fandom who do the stealing, who trespass by crafting 

their own art with corporate media’s materials, who are the “Us” 

the vid addresses and commemorates. Unmasking at the end of the vid, it is as though she were 

taking a bow.4 

The geek girl in “Us” unmasks herself to a very particular context: one in which the self-

conscious tradition of vidding subculture is intersecting messily with the explosion of digital 

                                                
4 Vidders and vid fans’ enthusiastic responses to “Us” can be seen at Lim’s announcement post in an online vidding 
community. 
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media and online viral video. With the overwhelming popularity of YouTube, vidding is 

becoming ever more visible, along with other video mashups and remixes. But vid art is not 

always compatible with the ‘anonymous’ circulation of internet video; its connections to specific 

people and communities mean that its meanings become different when it circulates outside its 

consciously historicized subcultural context. When this art of theft is stolen, its practitioners 

often lose out. In 2006, the Kirk/Spock slash vid “Closer” became an internet sensation; the fees 

for extra bandwidth to her website and the unwanted attention drove its creator, Killa, to stop 

making her art publicly available.5 Vidders tend to fear the crackdown of copyright holders and 

the onslaught of criminalization that surrounds debates on ownership of digital media, and 

therefore are often less than comfortable with unlooked-for eyes on their work; these worries are 

encapsulated in the big shining © of the Batman shot in “Us.” Some have decided to fly under 

the radar (or at least to try), but most vidders are acutely aware of the publicity and surveillance 

being online entails.  

Flummery’s vid “Walking on the Ground” provides a marvelous  visual 

commentary on this, memorably juxtaposing the Eye of Sauron with the 

standard FBI notice of copyright from a DVD,  and closing on an image of a 

defiant download.  So what does it mean, and how revolutionary can it be, to 

download under the eye of Sauron, the FBI, the MPAA and/or the RIAA?  Does 

all this policing imply that Lim’s geek girl could pull out a crossbow from 

under her mask and bring down the copyright regimes of the big media companies whose 

products she reinterprets? Probably not. But then again, you never know, and it’s that space of 

unlikely possibility with which I am concerned. In the rest of this paper, I’ll explore the 

ambiguously anarchic, utopian potential I perceive in vidders’ commentary on and use of media 

                                                
5 Henry Jenkins’s blog entry “How to Watch a Fanvid” tells this story in detail; several prominent vidders comment 
interestingly on his interpretation. 
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properties, which challenge the relationships between capital and its consumers even as they 

reproduce them. In writing this I’m not speaking for the politics of vidmakers, neither Lim nor 

anyone else. For one thing, their valid fears of not being recognized as owning recombinatory 

artwork which is often perceived as undifferentiated features of the online ‘public’ domain are 

probably of more concern to them than whether their disregard of copyright is likely to usher in a 

world in which no one owns anything. I prefer to approach this interpretation by acknowledging 

the extent to which I appropriate these fannish appropriations for my own intellectual and 

political agenda, carrying out some love-induced transformative cultural work of my own; 

although, like most fan artists, I remain confident that my readings are firmly rooted in their 

texts. 

(Intellectual) property is theft: digital enclosure and online commons 
 

In her 1992 ethnography of Star Trek fandom, Enterprising Women, Camille Bacon-

Smith opens by describing “ladies gathered ... in an act of rebellion.” The rebellion entailed their 

having “stolen characters, settings, plots” which “belong to their creators in Hollywood, who by 

right of law may demand payment for their use” (4). Bacon-Smith focuses on the feminist 

aspects of the ladies’ rebellion, on fandom’s community of women, but her phrasing remains an 

important reminder that cultural piracy did not begin with the internet, that the history of fan 

production is a history of “rebellion” against intellectual property. As “Us” celebrates the 

pleasures of fannish production, it also locates it in this context. At the line “though our parts are 

slightly used,” a shot of the Bat-signal is transformed into a copyright symbol 

beamed into the sky. This is the only moment in the vid where Lim’s graphic 

palimpsests noticeably alter the semiotic content of an image; it is interesting that the most 

conventionally ‘original’ image in the vid encodes Lim’s explicit acknowledgment that her art is 

what Jenkins famously called “textual poaching,” theft of culture from capital’s enclosed 
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property. This does not change appropriative art’s challenge to the idea that creative legitimacy 

is a function of originality which can be adequately understood by conceptualizing ideas as 

belonging only to those who initiate them, though. It would be very difficult to define where the 

stolen image ends and Lim’s original artwork begins, but more importantly, the music which 

gives the image its significance is poached relatively unadulterated. Remixes, mashups, samples 

and vids are arts of juxtaposition, and rely on a common stock of raw materials which have 

become ever more immediately available online thanks to digital media and filesharing; to 

account all these thefts, both more and less transformative, as unexceptionable cultural practices, 

we need to perceive ownership differently. 

Many writers and activists in online culture have found such a model in the idea of the 

commons. Lawrence Lessig, concerned about “the fate of the commons in a connected world,” 

argues for the “innovative” benefits of nondepletable “resources held in common” online (23); 

Creative Commons licensing has created a structure of legal licensing to encourage content 

producers to “Share, Remix, Reuse –– Legally.” Jenkins and other chroniclers of fan artistic 

practices have compared fannish models of creativity to the cultural commonality of ideas, 

images and plots which was considered normal before legal definitions of intellectual property 

came to be defined by corporate media interests (Convergence Culture 134-8; Tushnet). In all 

these cases, the commons means the non-ownership of ideas, words, sounds and images within 

what Creative Commons describes as a “best-of-both-worlds” model of “moderation” and 

“balance” between “anarchy” and “total control” (“History”). Creative Commons licensing 

enables creators to dictate how others will steal their work, and Jenkins and other fan scholars 

defend appropriation of media property as transformative work which ought to be legal. I support 

all of these pragmatic endeavors, but I still want to look to a utopian prospect which comes down 

more heavily on the anarchistic side. To suggest how we might get there, I take a brief detour 

from the intangible to the physical and material history of the commons.  
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Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker discuss the ineluctable connection of capitalism and 

its models of ownership with dispossession in their radical history The Many-Headed Hydra. In 

the early modern period in which colonialism and capital were beginning to develop, they write, 

“[t]he commons ... encompassed all those parts of the Earth that remained unprivatized, 

unenclosed, a noncommodity, a support for the manifold human virtues of mutuality.” As 

European capital developed and needed the labor-power of those who lived ‘idle,’ it would 

“forcibly expropriate” people from their land, changing it from communality to private property: 

thus the commons was enclosed and land, with very few exceptions, came to be understood as 

something which could be used only by those who possessed the rights to it (16). Those who had 

been dispossessed, the “sailors, slaves” and “commoners” who are the subjects of Linebaugh and 

Rediker’s history, aimed whenever possible to reactivate the better life by literal poaching, 

stealing the use of land, value of labor, passage over sea, from those who owned it; their thefts 

and piracies form, for Linebaugh and Rediker, part of the struggle to “restore the commons” 

(353). Enclosure of the literal commons was synonymous with violent dispossession, and the 

dispossessed could not and cannot coexist in easy “balance” with the possessors; to what extent 

might this also be true of copyright thieves and copyright holders? The “anarchy” which Lessig 

and his peers envisage as a result of a world without licensing is very different to the “mutuality” 

on which Linebaugh and Rediker focus when they discuss historical maroon and pirate 

communities; Lim’s vid and vidding culture in general suggest something closer to the latter than 

the former. Just as pirates, maroons and squatters signify alternative ways of relating to land 

which are not necessarily chaotic, I suggest that a piracy/theft model of ownership does not mean 

disassociating every idea, image or song from the person who made it. Vidding comes attached 

to a powerful ethical code of attribution and respect for culture makers that isn’t (only) about 

supporting industry and avoiding legal actions. Owning up to theft also implies that if stealing is 

not experienced as a sin then there’s no need to hide the original owner; intellectual-property 
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theft, plagiarism and citation, in this model, become very similar categories.6 The commons 

model of ownership taken to its most radical extent would not mean that plagiarism would cease 

to be a punishable category, because ‘original’ ideas produced in a narrowly reproducible 

framework would no longer be the currency by which attainment is quantified.  

“Us” gives plenty of evidence for an understanding of vidders as thieves who occupy the 

space of their images, squatting to reclaim and recreate a cultural commons as capital closes in. 

Literalizing the description of media property thieves as “pirates,” Captain Jack Sparrow tips his 

hat to us in one shot from Pirates of the Caribbean; in another, a dead 

man hangs behind a sign reading PIRATES BE WARNED. The vid is 

directed at viewers who accept Jack’s hail, who 

have already been thoroughly “warned” and have opted to get on the 

ship anyway. But the choice of image also reminds us that to join Jack’s 

crew is to fuel the engines of capital even as it is to play with theft and rebellion. Disneyfied 

piracy is sold for profit and bought, of course, by fans; media piracy is frequently a trespass of 

the privileged. “Though our parts are slightly used,” goes the song “Us,” “new ones are slave 

labor you can keep”: though sharing stolen parts in a mutualistic and egalitarian manner suggests 

a delightfully subversive alternative to media enclosure, fandom also demands to be provided 

with the capitalist new on which to build. It wants to have its used parts and keep the new ones 

too, even if the capitalist expansion involved in producing them requires slave-labor-like 

working conditions for some. 

Linebaugh and Rediker describe the pirates of the early eighteenth-century Atlantic as 

having “self-consciously built an autonomous, egalitarian social order of their own, a 

“counterculture to the civilization of Atlantic capitalism” (172). They show that counterculture, 

                                                
6In refusing to print quotations and film stills because of the danger that they may be sued for copyright 
infringement, many academic journals provide forcible reminders of this. 
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however, as reliant on the extent to which piracy “deeply damaged world shipping”; the theft 

which was its condition of possibility led to its violent repression. Can we imagine fan theft 

cultures accepting that they may inflict such “damage” on the big media companies on whose 

products their subcultural art relies? Would fandom bite the hand that feeds it? I think that “Us” 

suggests, if obliquely, that this may in some ways be a possibility.  

Lim punctuates her vid with images from the 2006 movie V for 

Vendetta, which portrayed a masked revolutionary, V, instigating revolt against 

government oppression. V appears in “Us” when the vid’s pacing steps up a 

gear, as steadily paced representations of fans and their works become 

avalanches of images and images of avalanches and explosions. This sequence 

is suggestive of fan art as a world-changing practice, as something that could be 

destructive as well as creative; the shots that follow it depict the potential 

creativity of that destruction, as another image of V is followed by a shot of 

Captain Kirk gazing up into a clear, non-drawn-over sky. From the explosion in 

fan production which is currently taking place due to the expansion of digital 

media, the images suggest, a new world could emerge -- one where 

appropriators need not obscure their work for fear of reprisals. Lim uses one of 

the final scenes from V for Vendetta to drive her message home, showing that 

the V who is associated with all this creative destruction, this piracy and radical 

theft, is “us.” The crowd of ordinary people to whom V gives masks and of 

whom he makes revolutionaries in the film show their faces, and the pace slows 

as the camera closes in on the geeky woman who is on screen for the most 

ephemeral of moments in the film itself. If the world is changing, this implies, 

fans may have a hand in it. 
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How we imagine changes in the world may depend on whether we prefer the film or 

comic version of V for Vendetta. In the movie V preaches popular democracy, reminding the 

citizens of England that “people shouldn’t be afraid of their governments, governments should be 

afraid of their people”; in Alan Moore and David Lloyd’s dark and complex 1988 comic series, 

V aims to destroy government and citizenship altogether, telling the people that “in anarchy, 

there is another way. ... From rubble comes new life, hope reinstated” (258). Anarchy’s hope is 

signified by a woman taking off a mask at the end of the comic, too: Evey, the female 

protagonist who takes on V’s role after his death in print but not on film, pauses for a moment of 

respite before she moves to fight further for a dangerous and material vision of an absolutely free 

political commons (262), “the land of do-as-you-please” (181). Ought we to imagine Lim’s 

closing figure as a similar revolutionist? Not entirely, of course. But V/Evey does allows us to 

read “Us” in a manner that would suggest possible links between demands for cultural commons 

and claims to material ones that scorn law and ownership altogether in favor of the freedom to 

imagine differently and dangerously that an anarchist politic allows. 

Freeness and control 
 

‘Freedom’ is a slippery concept; perhaps more so in relation to the internet than in other 

places. When we think about questions of copyright and digital ownership through cultural theft, 

freedom from domination lines up with freedom from having to pay, at least on the surface.  

Theft, piracy and the commons are all concerned with getting things for free, and the current 

configurations of online media and culture are hospitable to their insurrectionary modes of 

ownership. With digital media, no matter how much you steal, no matter how many times you 

upload and download, cut and copy and remix and recombine, the original is still there and 

undamaged. Theft comes with far fewer sticky logistical and ethical quandaries; with a little geek 

knowledge and some access to technology, one can steal as much culture as one can afford 
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bandwidth and storage space. And yet, as Wendy Chun asserts in Control and Freedom, even as 

it is impossible to wholly own the traffic that passes through the ether and the Ethernet cables, 

the internet and the files we find there are always already owned: fiber optics, computers, and 

data we send down wires are made by and belong to companies who track us, follow us, dob us 

in and do with us as they will. Chun reminds us that the ‘free’ culture I have been glorifying is 

able to thrive because “for now, data is cheap and reproducible in ways that deny, rather than 

support, private property” (4; original emphasis). For now: regulation and enclosure of the 

internet’s commons is constantly increasing, and a few more technological upgrades paid for by 

those with property to protect could change the scenes of theft culture dramatically. Even 

without the fears of surveillance and further enclosure (some more justified than others) that run 

rampant around digital traces, our experience of the freedom of the web -- the ads we see, the 

social networking sites through which we navigate -- is already constituted by capitalist control 

even when we use that freedom to steal from capital.  

We may all be complicit with capitalism when we use the web, but -- for all their 

frequent thefts -- fans are likely to be more complicit than others.  Artists or not, fans are almost 

by definition great customers; those who use stolen content exclusively are far outnumbered by 

those who enthusiastically support the companies who produce their shows. And they often 

benefit from these alliances. Many content producers are familiar with fan cultures’ favored 

readings, and will even cater to them in subtle ways: Buffy writer Joss Whedon’s announcement 

in an interview that his characters Angel and Spike had had a sexual relationship in the past are 

among the best known of such moments among slash fans, and they are celebrated in “Us” with a 

famous shot of Angel and Spike holding hands.  This image has little narrative 

significance in its original context, and seems to have been created for fannish 

affect alone; theft can scarcely be subversive when items of known worth are offered up for the 

taking. In recent years, too, media producers have often sought to solicit fan participation as 
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‘user-generated content’.7 Vidder Luminosity recently appeared in New York magazine and 

defended her vids under this aegis, pointing out that they provide “free advertising” for the 

sources that they use (Hill). While many see these developments as desirable legitimation of 

fanwork, they can also be understood as an inversion in the direction of fannish theft: rather than 

fans stealing commodified culture to make works for their own purposes, capital steals their 

labor to add to its surplus.  

This reversibility of the direction of theft is crucial to my understanding of a complicit-

yet-appropriative fannish pirate commons. In Chun’s paradigm of control and freedom the two 

are “obverse,” not “opposite,” and I think that the same is true for vid fans’ undermining and 

support of capital. Stealing is getting something for free; digital piracy is taking all you can and 

there still being plenty left for everyone else. And even if fans are contributing to capital by 

making, giving and paying, that remains true; culture thieves contribute and are also parasitic. 

While capital may be watching, and while it may be true that all our movements online can be 

tracked, not everything we do happens under its eye or in its favor. Chun points out that the 

quantities of data made available by digital surveillance are impossible to process (6); while 

distributors of stolen media property are frequently closed down by the authorities, those who 

download or watch it are too many to punish. There are always more people ready to upload TV 

shows, films and music, and to make art with and around them; though we always fear a 

crackdown, the den of thieves has never yet been empty. Chun locates the possibility of 

“freedom” in precisely this contradiction between all-encompassing technological and economic 

systems and the gaps that exist in their realities. She focuses on the materiality of what becomes 

truly inescapable when we consider it as immaterial structure, insisting that we not “accept 

propaganda as technological reality” and thereby “unintentionally fulfill the aims of control by 

imaginatively ... erasing its failures” (9). Closing with an exaltation of that slippery thing called 

                                                
7 Jenkins’s Convergence Culture documents this trend. 
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freedom and its contradictions, she writes that a “nonautonomous freedom beyond control” 

would be a kind of “space” that “can only be taken,” (original emphasis) “can only be pirated” 

(293-5). In this conception, freedom must be free, for it can only be if it is stolen: theft cultures 

are some of the failures of capital to incorporate and commodify every need, desire and fandom. 

This freedom, utopian and yet possible, might be found in the spaces and gaps that thieves and 

pirates leave and make within seemingly indomitable structures of capital, the material and 

immaterial locations where taking is a way of life. Maybe artforms of theft and transformation 

offer one way to place possibilities, rife with vulnerability and interdependence, in those gaps.   

Shoplifters of the world, unite 
 

As I write, battle lines between copyright protectors and extended fair use advocates 

continue to be drawn. Fandom is beginning to organize in its own defense: a non-profit 

organization of media fans, the Organization for Transformative Works (OTW), is preparing 

itself to fight any legal battles necessary to work for “a future in which all fannish works are 

recognized as legal and transformative and are accepted as a legitimate creative activity.” For 

OTW, to be “transformative” places fan artforms like vidding outside the realm of theft and 

allows them to be protected under ‘fair use’ laws which permit the artistic transformation of 

media properties while forbidding their wholesale reproduction; OTW joins organizations like 

Creative Commons in seeking to rethink restrictions which currently mean that even academic 

discussions may reproduce only tiny fractions of media works under US law. (This essay would 

certainly not be acceptable.) I am a member of OTW and support their advocacy unequivocally; 

but even as pragmatic legal defenses and the “middle ground” of Creative Commons licensing 

are doubtless the most sensible challenges to the financial and legal might of copyright holders, I 

do not think that they can fully account for the larger transformative potential of appropriative 
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artworks.8 It seems to me essential to recognize that fans’ appropriative art is not always entirely 

complicit with legal and economic structures as they stand; we must think about who defines use 

as “fair,” and about what it might mean to value unfair uses. And much as I might like to think 

that my writing could provoke a revolution, I think it would probably be safe to post this on my 

blog without causing big media’s copyright lawyers to crack down.   

The necessity of thinking fanwork as theft stems, for me, from questions of collectivity 

and utopian possibility. Pragmatic defenses on the grounds of transformation disconnect vidders 

from other culture stealers on whom they rely: uploaders and filesharers cannot declare their 

works transformative, and many of these are not only closely linked to but may be the same 

people as vidders and other fans. So I think that dreams of no (intellectual) property and attempts 

to imagine a social world in which it would not need to exist are necessary, even when they 

appear as negativity, confusion and contradiction rather than straightforward utopian 

imagination. Technology makes a digital world without ownership possible, even as myriad 

social and economic factors render it unlikely; if we acknowledge this, perhaps we can work 

towards it. This argument doesn’t replace pragmatic defenses any more than participating in theft 

culture invalidates fans’ near-universal support for the WGA strikers who are demanding to be 

paid a share of the profits for new media distribution by big media companies; instead it hints at 

a world where that profit itself would no longer be a contentious issue. At a prospect for change, 

for freedom beyond control, for dis-enclosure.  

           

                                                
8 I am indebted to Slashpine for inspiring the framework of this essay and several others when she first drew my 
attention to the lexical connection between the OTW’s legal definition of “transformative” and the possibility for 
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